Abstract -We present a second-order finite difference method for obtaining a solution of a second order two-point boundary value problem subject to Sturm's boundary conditions. We use equidistant discretization points, and the discretization of the differential equation at an interior point is based on just two evaluations of the function. Numerical examples are considered and the convergence of the proposed method is proved computationally.
Introduction
Consider the second-order nonlinear two-point boundary value problem y = f (x, y, y ), x ∈ [0, 1] (1.1) subject to Sturm's boundary conditions where α, β and γ are constants. Some references [7, 8] contain a theorem that detail the conditions for the existence and uniqueness of solutions of high order boundary value problems. However, for simplicity we assume that f ∈ C ∞ (I × R × R), both ∂f ∂y , ∂f ∂y exist, continuous and ∂f ∂y > 0, ∂f ∂y W for some positive contant W.
These conditions ensure the existence of a unique solution to reference boundary value problem [9] .
In the literature on numerical analysis, various methods for solving linear and non-linear boundary value problems when solutions cannot be obtained analytically, are available. One of the methods is the iterative method that involves the iterative process. Iterative methods such as the finite difference method [10] [11] [12] , the shooting method [13, 14] , the method of exact and truncated (of arbitrary order of accuracy defined by the user) difference schemes [15] and the integral equation method [13, 16, 17] have been developed for obtaining approximate solutions to the boundary value problems. Recently a finite difference scheme for secondorder boundary value problems with a third boundary condition was reported in [18] .
The aim of the present paper is to construct a second-order difference scheme for computing the derivative of the solution of (1.1) at equidistant discretizaion points in such a way that the discretization of the differential equation at each interior point is based on only two evaluations of f . However, to achieve this result, it was neccesary to discretize the differential equation for its solution, which is required as an intermediate result for the above problem. There are difficulties in obtaining a numerical solution for some classes of singular problems. We discuss the application of the proposed methods to one such singular problem. In section 2, we describe the finite difference method. In section 3, we obtain local truncation errors. In section 4, we consider numerical examples to illustrate the method. Our results show second order convergence for both the solution and the derivative of the solution.
Difference scheme
Let us now introduce the notation. In order to compute a numerical approximation of the solution y(x) and its derivative y (x), we first divide the interval [0, 1] into 2N subintervals of length h = 1/2N . Let i be a positive integer, at each point x i = (i−1)h, i = 1, 2, . . . , 2N +1, we replace the differential equation (1.1) by difference equations at x i−1/2 ∈ (0, 1). Let us denote the value of the exact solution y(x) at point x i−1/2 by y i−1/2 and continue in the same way for y (x). y (x), f (x, y(x), y (x)) etc. The difference equations for y i−1/2 , y i−1/2 of problem (1.1) at point x i−1/2 are defined [2] as
and
2)
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2.1. Development of the difference method. We use Taylor series and the undetermined coefficient method to introduce the difference equation in place of the differential equation (1.1).
Consider an expression of the form
Expand the terms (2.7) in a Taylor series about y 1/2 and replace f 1/2 by y 1/2 etc. Now, comparing the coefficients of h p for p = 0, 1, 2, 3 on both sides and solving the thus obtained system of equations, we have
Thus (2.7) can be rewritten as
A similar procedure can be applied to obtain the other equations in (2.1) and (2.2).
2.2. Application. Consider the energy equation governing the temperature distribution in the explosion of a solid explosive, which can be written in terms of dimensionless variables [6] as
subject to the boundary conditions 11) where N nu is the Nusselt number and α, β are parameters. The force function g(x) in the energy equation [1] vanishes identically for 0 x 1. Problem (2.10) can not be solved either by the available methods in its present form or needs special attention due to the presence of the term 2y /x at x = 0. The difference methods (2.1) and (2.2) do not require any special attention when used to solve (2.10) at the origine to get either the solution or the derivative of the solution.
Thus, we have obtained solutions to problem (2.10) at x = 0, without loosing the order and accuracy in computing y and y . Since p = 4, we have from (2.3) Finite difference method for a second-order ordinary differential equation 113
Local truncation error
Thus, 
Numerical results
To illustrate the computational potency and order of the method, we have solved the following nonlinear two-point boundary value problems. Problem 1. Consider the energy equation (2.10) with N nu = α = 1.0 and β = 0.1. Thus
and the boundary conditions are y (0) = 0 and y(1) + y (1) = 0, with the exact solution
and the maximum absolute errors for y, y are given in 
y .127746(-2) .318537(-3) .795582(-4) .198826(-4) .496979(-5) .124234(-5) y .216884(-4) .581626(-5) .150379(-5) .382184(-6) .963266(-7) .241793(-7)
Problem 2 (Reactor design). Consider the isothermal packed-bed reactor. The governing differential equation [1] 1 N pe
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Maximum absolute errors in both y and y for different values of N pe , order n of reaction and the range of values of R with the exact solution
are given in Table 4 .2. 
309695(-1) .828688(-2) .269651(-2) .753022(-3) .198104(-3) .507542(-4)
N = 2, R = 1/8, N pe = 2 y .
136306(-1) .402905(-2) .111447(-2) .294187(-3) .756419(-4) .191822(-4) y .31777(-1) .777896(-2) .251621(-2) .704275(-3) .185440(-3) .475274(-4)
N = 2, R = 1/8, N pe = 4 y .
734833(-2) .219308(-2) .611578(-3) .162298(-3) .418562(-4) .106314(-4) y .210407(-1) .519106(-2) .143203(-2) .400509(-3) .105374(-3) .269939(-4)
N
Conclusion
The goal of this paper was to outline a procedure for deriving finite difference schemes for a second-order boundary value problem which has a singularity at some point in the problem domain. The same procedure can be used to derive the finite difference scheme for a problem with a discontinuous solution. The boundary conditions are incorporated in a very simple
